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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
STATE TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The State Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC) is pleased to present this report which describes
the activities of the Committee from calendar years 2006 through 2011. Studies completed during the time
period include: Financial Needs of Counties and Municipalities for Highways and Bridges; Automated Red
Light Enforcement (ARLE) Evaluation; Future Directions for Transportation in Pennsylvania; Transportation
Funding Study; Congestion Mitigation and Smart Transportation; Truck Parking in Pennsylvania; Transit
Operator Performance Measures; Storm Water Facilities on State Highways and; Defining a Core PA
Transportation System. Details of each of these studies are found on the following pages.
The TAC is proud of its efforts and appreciates the support received from its many partners including,
the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT), the General Assembly, the Administration, and
the many TAC members and transportation industry stakeholders that participated in each of these studies.
During Calendar Year 2010 the Advisory Committee was out in front with its Transportation Funding
Study which for the first time put a price tag on the state’s transportation funding challenges. The study
quantified the impact and extent of the problem, and offered findings and recommendations for consideration
by PennDOT, the State Transportation Commission, and the State General Assembly in addressing the
difficult issue.
My thanks to the members of the Advisory Committee, and everyone in the transportation community
whose dedication, ideas, and efforts have supported the work of the TAC. I look forward to continuing our
work in the future and providing valuable and quality documents regarding current transportation issues for the
Department and Commonwealth.
Respectfully submitted,

Louis C. Schultz, Jr., Chairman
State Transportation Advisory Committee
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PREFACE
Since its beginning in 1970, the State Transportation Advisory Committee has conducted research on a wide
variety of topics of relevant interest to state transportation policy makers. This continued during the 2006 –
2011 period. The studies which were done during this time reflect the major issues faced by state
transportation agencies.
The purpose of this report is to highlight the activities and studies of the Transportation Advisory Committee
regarding transportation issues of immediate concern.
A summary of each study is included in this report, along with the names of the task force members and
research personnel. The summaries are arranged in chronological order. In the following paragraphs, a brief
description of each study is given.

Defining a Core PA Transportation System—August 2006:
Defines a priority multimodal transportation system of statewide significance in the Commonwealth.

Storm Water Facilities on State Highways—February 2007: Identifies current responsibilities and
associated costs for storm water maintenance along state highways, and alternatives for improving the
management of these facilities.

Transit Operator Performance Measures—July 2007: Documents the current state of the practice
regarding the application of performance measures and standards in the management and oversight of state
public transportation funding programs and in the evaluation of the delivery of public transportation services.

Truck Parking in Pennsylvania—December 2007: Analyzes the complex issues surrounding truck
parking, and multi-faceted strategies to achieve adequate and safe truck parking across the state.

Congestion Mitigation and Smart Transportation—May 2009: Focuses on how to apply the
principles of Smart Transportation to identify lower-cost congestion mitigation techniques that could be
implemented relatively quickly to facilitate traffic flow.

Transportation Funding Study—May 2010: Evaluates a full range of alternative funding approaches,
estimates the present and future system requirements and recommends a longer term, sustainable
transportation funding package.

Future Directions for Transportation in Pennsylvania—January 2011: Highlights critical
transportation challenges and opportunities related to transportation that Pennsylvania will face over the next
decade.

Automated Red Light Enforcement (ARLE) Evaluation—October 2011: Reviews the ARLE
program which is aimed at enhancing motorist and pedestrian safety through improved technology and
operations.

Financial Needs of Counties and Municipalities for Highways and Bridges—December
2011: Investigates the operation and maintenance of local roads, including highway pavements, bridges,
signings and markings, traffic signals, winter maintenance and stormwater management and examines the
needs and requirements of the system of local roads and bridges in relation to the financing of the system.
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STATE TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The State Transportation Advisory Committee was established through Act 120 of 1970, which also created
the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT). The Committee consults with and advises the
Secretary of Transportation and the State Transportation Commission and undertakes in-depth studies on key
issues as appropriate. Through its public members, the Committee also serves as a valuable liaison between
PennDOT and the general public.
The Advisory Committee consists of the following members:







The Secretary of Transportation
The heads or their designees from the Department of Agriculture; Department of Education;
Department of Community and Economic Development; Public Utility Commission; Department of
Environmental Protection; and the Governor’s Policy Office
Two members, one from each party, of the State House of Representatives
Two members, one from each party, of the State Senate
Nineteen public members; seven appointed by the Governor; six each appointed by the
President Pro Tempore of the State Senate and the Speaker of the State House of
Representatives

Public members, with experience and knowledge in the transportation of people and goods, are appointed to
represent a balanced range of backgrounds (industry, labor, academic, consulting, and research) and the
various transportation modes. Appointments are made for a 3–year period and members may be reappointed.
The Chair of the Advisory Committee is annually designated by the Governor from among the public
members.
The Advisory Committee has two primary duties. First, the Committee “consults with and advises the State
Transportation Commission and the Secretary of Transportation on behalf of all transportation modes in the
Commonwealth.” In fulfilling this task, the Committee assists the Commission and Secretary “in the
determination of goals and the allocation of available resources among and between the alternate modes in the
planning, development and maintenance of programs, and technologies for transportation systems.” The
second duty of the Advisory Committee is “to advise the several modes (about) the planning, programs, and
goals of the Department and the State Transportation Commission.”
Periodically, the Advisory Committee establishes subcommittees and task forces to study specific problems of
interest to the Committee. These task forces are composed of members of the Committee, department
personnel, outside parties with expertise on the topic under study, and other interested individuals. This report
contains a summary of the task force studies completed between August 2006 and December 2011.
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DEFINING A CORE PA TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
Task Force Members:
Jack Rutter, Task Force Chair, Transportation Advisory Committee
H. Michael Liptak, Transportation Advisory Committee Chairman
Brad Cober, Transportation Advisory Committee
Dr. Marion Fox, Transportation Advisory Committee
Armand Greco, Lehigh and Northampton Transportation Authority
Meredith Hill, Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
Larry King, Deputy Secretary for Planning, PennDOT
Lawrence C. Malski, PA Northeast Regional Railroad Authority
Joseph Mangarella, Transportation Advisory Committee
Herb Packer, PennPORTS
James Runk, PA Motor Truck Association
Matthew Smoker, Federal Highway Administration
Spencer Stevens, Federal Highway Administration
Jerry Walls, Lycoming County Planning Commission
Consultant:
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Engineers and Planners
PO Box 67100
Harrisburg, PA 17106-7100
Phone: (717) 763-7211
Principal Investigators: Keith Chase, Brian Funkhouser, Patrick Anater, Daniel Leininger, Gannett Fleming;
Stephen Buckley, Ryan Long, Mary DiCarlantonio, Parsons Brinckerhoff; Julia Johnson, Wordsworth
Communications
Objective:
To recommend the purpose and role of the Core PA Transportation System (CPTS), in its early conceptual
phase, over a short term period for refinement, and over a longer time period of implementation. Identify
modal criteria to initially define the illustrative CPTS and other considerations for its later refinement, develop
an illustrative CPTS and offer recommendations regarding various aspects associated with the future
refinement of the CPTS.
Technical Report Title and Date:
Defining a Core PA Transportation System—August 2006
Study:
The ultimate purpose of the core system will be to help advance the vision and goals identified in the PA
Mobility Plan (Pennsylvania’s multimodal long range transportation plan).
To do this, a Core PA Transportation System should:
1. Better distinguish state and regional significant facilities and functionality
2. Improve intermodal transportation
3. Coordinate regional plans
4. Improve the linkage of economic development and transportation
5. Improve linkages to areas outside of the state
6. Communicate the Commonwealth's long-range planning direction
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7.
8.

Recognize the growing pace of transportation operations and Intelligent Transportation Systems
Provide a basis and framework for future system performance monitoring

Findings:
The TAC used a tiered approach to defining an illustrative core system. While all facilities may not be of true
“statewide significance,” they may be vital at the regional or local levels, and may feed the core statewide
system.
Tier 1 system elements comprise the illustrative Core PA Transportation System.
The hubs, or “nodes” of this tier are the state’s 15 largest economic centers: Allentown, Altoona, Erie,
Harrisburg, Johnstown, Lancaster, Lebanon, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Reading, Scranton/Wilkes-Barre,
Sharon, State College, Williamsport, and York. Also considered are the destinations just beyond
Pennsylvania’s borders that contribute to traffic on our system, such as Binghamton, New York, and
Baltimore, Maryland.
The Core PA Transportation System is made up of the major transportation facilities or services that link these
hubs.
To systematically determine which specific facilities and services of each mode should be included in Tier 1
of the Core PA Transportation System, the TAC developed recommended criteria for each mode. For
example, the criteria used for rail freight is rail lines that connect Tier 1 regions within and beyond PA
carrying more than 10 million tons of freight annually.
Tier 2 represents facilities or services that are outside of TAC’s definition of a core system, but are significant
at a regional level. In the future, PennDOT and its planning partners may examine these facilities for
improved connection with the statewide core system.
There are three types of nodes for Tier 2:




Smaller economic centers, such as Carlisle
Areas that are neither truly metropolitan nor truly rural—officially classified as “urban clusters of
micropolitan statistical areas”—such as Sayre.
Activity Centers supporting Tier 1 cities. These are major origins and destinations that may be
important to tourism (such as Steamtown near Scranton), defense (such as the Naval Inventory
Control Point in Cumberland County), intermodal connectivity (such as Pitcairn Intermodal Yard),
or other economic activity.

Tier 3 nodes are activity centers that support Tier 2 economic centers. For example, the Tier 3 St. Marys
Municipal Airport supports St. Marys, a Tier 2 smaller economic center.
Conclusions:
As the core system concept eventually moves from one that is illustrative to one that is more refined and
operationalized, there are several considerations—both nodal and modal—for moving forward:
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The Use of Standard Criteria: The illustrative core system uses standard criteria across the state's
various regions. The working definitions of activity centers, for example, are applied uniformly
across the state, regardless of their function or level of existing demand. The Department should
consider the pros and cons of applying flexible criteria, recognizing that the state's regions have
differing needs and priorities. One size may not fit all.



Tier 2 Activity Centers: These are currently defined as defense facilities, major tourism destinations,
and major intermodal passenger and freight hubs. State policy objectives, such as those that encourage
the development of brownfield sites, Keystone Opportunity Zones (KOZ) and Keystone Innovation
Zones (KIZ), etc., could also be applied statewide, or in certain areas of the Commonwealth. The
priorities of regional long range transportation plans and district business plans should be considered
as part of adjusting the Core System to reflect various priorities that transportation can impact.



Other state DOTs: They have elevated other kinds of nodes as candidate "activity centers" in their
respective state core systems, such as spaceports and high speed rail stations (Florida), primary and
secondary regional trade centers (Minnesota), and universities (North Carolina). As state policies
and priorities change, the core system could be adjusted to reflect such dynamic issues.



The Identification of Smaller Economic Centers: The use of these smaller nodes—as compared
to the Tier One MPO core cities and urban clusters of the micropolitan statistical areas—represents
perhaps the most subjective element of the illustrative core system. The TAC study team used the
InfoUSA business database to aggregate non-service-sector employment into a geographic reference
point. The employment dataset is aggregated into classes (e.g., 50-100 employees, etc.) which were
then used to identify clusters of employment sectors outside of the MPO core cities and micropolitan
urban clusters.



Bridge Detours: The TAC included bridges as part of the illustrative core system's roadway
network. There may be value for PennDOT to consider certain higher-order structures with
significant detour lengths as part of the state's core system. (The PA 61 bridge over the Susquehanna
River in Sunbury is an example of such a structure that is not part of the illustrative core system but
could be included via future refinement if detour length is introduced as a system criterion.)



System Expansion: Any expansion of the core system to include extraneous factors could
diminish its effectiveness as a planning tool. As it is refined, care should be taken to limiting the
core system criteria to those that are most meaningful to the Commonwealth's mobility and related
priorities.



Gap Closure: The Core Pennsylvania Transportation System, as a network overlaid on preexisting priority networks such as the National Highway System, reveal some disconnects, or gaps
for closure. A few examples include intermodal facilities (such as Pittsburgh International Airport)
which connect to NHS facilities (such as PA 60) not presently defined as being part of the Tier 1 core
system. Conversely, the TAC's illustrative core system includes intermodal hubs not presently
recognized by the FHWA's guidelines and criteria for connection to NHS facilities. As the CPTS is
refined over time, consideration should be given to reconciling priority networks.



Tier 2 and Tier 3 Modal Criteria: This TAC Study is primarily focused on Tier 1 modal criteria.
Working with modal criteria at the regional level through the planning partners (particularly for
public transportation) will be necessary in future steps.
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STORM WATER FACILITIES ON STATE HIGHWAYS
Task Force Members:
Ron Wagenmann, Task Force Chair, Transportation Advisory Committee
H. Michael Liptak, Transportation Advisory Committee Chairman
Barbara Sexton, Deputy Secretary Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
Ken Murin, Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
Dr. Roy E. Brant, Transportation Advisory Committee
Richard Hogg, PennDOT Deputy Secretary for Highway Administration
Larry King, PennDOT Deputy Secretary for Planning
James Wheeler, Pennsylvania State Association of Township Supervisors
Consultant:
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Engineers and Planners
PO Box 67100
Harrisburg, PA 17106-7100
Phone: (717) 763-7211
Principal Investigators: Richard Koch, Patrick Anater, Gannett
Fleming; Jennifer Weeks, Parsons Brinckerhoff

The Pennsylvania State
Transportation Advisory
Committee

H. Michael Liptak
Chairman

Ronald G. Wagenmann
Task Force Chair

Storm Water Facilities on
State Highways

Technical Report Title and Date:
Storm Water Facilities on State Highways—February 2007
Study:
This study was undertaken by TAC to identify the current
responsibilities for storm water maintenance along state highways, to evaluate the extent and associated costs
of storm water maintenance along state highways, and to develop equitable alternatives for improving the
management of these facilities and the funding for ongoing maintenance and improvements.
Findings:
Since not all municipalities may be receiving regular updates on policy changes, PennDOT should consider
communicating its changes in policies and regulations to municipalities more effectively. Vehicles through
which this may be implemented include the existing PennDOT Local Technical Assistance Program (LTAP)
or the Municipal Services Unit of each DOT district. The need to create a new storm water management
partnership between PennDOT and another government entity other than municipalities is not deemed
necessary. Using and enhancing the roles of existing PennDOT units and departments that currently deal with
storm water management issues would assist PennDOT and local municipalities in developing a more
effective system.
However, PennDOT should actively seek outside agencies to act as proponents of storm water management in
local government, and act as intermediaries between PennDOT and those municipalities that have so far been
reluctant to work with PennDOT on storm water management. The Susquehanna Economic Development
Association Council of Governments (SEDA-COG) has partnered with PennDOT’s LTAP to provide its
region’s municipalities with free or low cost training.
Such agencies may be helpful in bridging the current gap in storm water management discussions between
PennDOT and the municipalities.
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Finally, PennDOT districts should cooperate more effectively with each other to ensure that policies are being
implemented consistently state-wide. It may be beneficial to pool resources, especially in regards to policies
produced specifically for one district that have been successful, in order to unify and improve the system of
storm water maintenance statewide.





Use of Models and Case Studies
Innovative Best Management Practices
Smart Growth Techniques to Enhance Storm Water Management
Potential Actions (Application of Models for PA)

Conclusions:
Maintenance responsibilities for new developments should be clearly spelled out before construction begins.
Agreements between PennDOT and the local municipality for access to state highways need to be clarified to
specify maintenance responsibilities for individual storm water facilities along state highways. This in turn
will require effective communication among county, district, and local maintenance staff.




PennDOT/City/Borough Maintenance Sharing
Operational Models – Is the System Working
Other Storm Water Maintenance and Regulatory Practices in Pennsylvania
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TRANSIT OPERATOR PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Due to the timeliness of this topic, a task force was not created, however, an effort was made to involve
members who were interested in the topic in a more ad hoc way. That occurred with this study as TAC
member Lou Schultz interacted regularly with the Department Project Manager and the consultant team.
Consultant:
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Engineers and Planners
PO Box 67100
Harrisburg, PA 17106-7100
Phone: (717) 763-7211
Principal Investigators: Keith Chase, Joe Daversa,
Gannett Fleming

Objective:
The purpose of this study was to document the current state of the practice regarding application of
performance measures and standards in the management and oversight of state public transportation funding
programs, and in the evaluation of the delivery of public transportation services.
Technical Report Title and Date:
Transit Operator Performance Measures—July 2007
Study:
The study results and recommendations are intended to inform the process of implementing the
recommendations of the Pennsylvania Transportation Funding and Reform Commission, and to provide the
necessary background information to assist PennDOT and others in the drafting of legislation related to
reforming the structural basis and the management approach for the Commonwealth’s public transportation
funding programs.
Findings:
1. Of the states interviewed that use performance measures for allocating funding, there is nearly
an even split between those that use the measures to distribute both transit operating and
capital funding on a block grant basis (5 states), and those that use the measures to distribute
only operating funds (4 states).
2. Most funding allocation formulas and performance measures used by other states have been in
place for relatively long periods of time.
3. By a significant margin, peer groupings for purposes of evaluating performance and allocating
funding are most often done on a geographic basis. For example, providers serving urban
areas are compared to each other or against the group average; and providers serving rural
areas are separately grouped and compared against each other or against that group’s average.
4. Most states compare providers against peer group performance rather than against
predetermined standards such as 4 passengers/vehicle mile, or $65/vehicle hour. One
exception is the cost recovery measure (revenue ÷ expense) where specific targets or
minimums are often stated.
5. Data timeliness and reliability is a common concern, with no real breakthroughs found
through this research.
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Conclusions:
1. Other states have successfully applied performance measures in the administration
of transit funding programs and allocation of available transit funding.
2.

There is nearly an even split between states that use the measures to distribute both transit
operating and capital funding on a block grant basis (5 states), and those that use the
measures to distribute only operating funds (4 states). In many states there is a “first cut”
that allocates funding to certain subgroups (i.e. urban, rural, ADA, etc.) before the
performance-based funding approach is applied. The allocation basis for that first cut is
frequently set in law.

3.

Most performance measures and the funding allocation formulas that use them have
been in place for relatively long periods of time. This appears to be more a result of
resistance to change than the ongoing relevance or utility of the measures and approach,
since several states indicated the need/desire to update the measures and formulas to
reflect current conditions.

4.

The performance measures used by other states appear to be more a reflection of
past practice than the result of a strong case for certain measures being superior to
others. The most commonly used performance measures as reported by the 11 states
interviewed are:
a. passengers/vehicle hour (5 states)
b. cost/vehicle mile (5 states)
c. revenue/expense (5 states)
d. passengers/vehicle mile (4 states) c

5.

By a significant margin, peer groupings are most often done on a geographic basis such as
providers serving urban versus rural areas. When allocating funding, other states did not
report using out-of-state transit systems for purposes of establishing peer groups for in-state
operators. Very large operators with no in-state peers are frequently treated as a “special case”
outside of the procedures and formulas applied to other providers. The most useful resource
regarding the selection of peers for very large providers was the Working Paper produced by
the Pennsylvania Transportation Funding and Reform Commission.

6.

Specific standards are not in general use, except for cost recovery (revenue ÷ expense).
Revenue for purposes of determining cost recovery is frequently broadly defined to include
both operating revenue and local public funding. By combining both operating revenue and
local funding for cost recovery calculation purposes, local communities are afforded the
opportunity to determine the appropriate balance that best fits their community when
choosing between maximizing revenue versus emphasis on maximizing ridership.

7.

Data timeliness and reliability is a common concern, with no real breakthroughs found
through this research. The average time lag between the year of the data and the use of that
data in performance calculations is approximately two years. Some states rely on the National
Transit Database (NTD) on the assumption that the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and
their consultants are carefully scrutinizing that data, while other states put extra effort (either
internally or through consultant assistance) into reviewing and correcting the data. The data that
is available the soonest tends to be the least scrutinized for accuracy.
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TRUCK PARKING IN PENNSYLVANIA
Task Force Members:
Anthony V. Herzog, Task Force Chair, Transportation Advisory Committee
Dr. Roy Brant, Transportation Advisory Committee
Brad Cober, Transportation Advisory Committee
Ted Dahlburg, Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission
Captain Sheldon Epstein, Pennsylvania State Police
H. Michael Liptak, Transportation Advisory Committee Chairman
Eric Madden, PennDOT Acting Deputy Secretary for Aviation, Rail Freight, and Ports
Joe Mangarella, Transportation Advisory Committee
Chip Millard, Tri-County Regional Planning Commission
Jim Ritzman, PennDOT Deputy Secretary for Planning
Truck Parking in Pennsylvania
Len Ross, Transportation Advisory Committee
Jim Runk, Pennsylvania Motor Truck Association
Jack Rutter, Transportation Advisory Committee
Lou Schultz, Transportation Advisory Committee
Arleen Shulman, Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection
Final Report to TAC
Tim Smith, Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission
December 5, 2007
Kevin Stewart, Pennsylvania State Police
Sara Walfoort, Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission
PENNSYLVANIA STATE
TRANSPORTATION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Consultant:
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Engineers and Planners
PO Box 67100
Harrisburg, PA 17106-7100
Phone: (717) 763-7211
Principal Investigators: Keith Chase, Dennis Lebo, Patrick Anater, Megan Witwer, Gannett Fleming; Julia
Johnson, Wordsworth Communications; Tom Phelan, Will Rodriguez, Eng-Wong, Taub & Associates
Objective:
This study provides an overview of the truck parking issues and trends facing Pennsylvania, the identification
of regions in the state where parking demand is highest, and options for parking providers, drivers, and
decision makers.
Technical Report Title and Date:
Truck Parking in Pennsylvania—December 2007
Study:
Through this study the TAC provides an analysis of the issues and recommendations that provides the
framework for a public/private partnership to ensure safe truck parking practices throughout the
Commonwealth.
Findings:
There is a shortage of truck parking in Pennsylvania.
There are 11,500 truck parking spaces available at private truck stops, PennDOT rest areas and welcome
centers, and Pennsylvania Turnpike service plazas. During the peak truck parking hour (3:00 a.m. to 4:00
a.m.), approximately 13,000 trucks require parking accommodations. The true need is greater than that statelevel summary, because the demand for and supply of truck parking must be assessed by corridor and region.
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The available truck parking capacity and the calculated demand within Pennsylvania’s major trucking
corridors results in a shortfall within the Commonwealth of nearly 4,400 parking spaces.
A shortage of truck parking compromises safety and contributes to other problems.
Truck parking on highway shoulders and ramps is common during overnight hours, and presents a significant
safety issue. During a typical night approximately 1,100 trucks are parked along shoulders or ramps of
Pennsylvania highways. This occurs for several reasons, lack of parking capacity being the most significant.
The causes of the truck parking problem are complex.
Federal hours-of-service regulations, Pennsylvania’s location relative to major consumer markets in the
northeast, increasing truck volumes, and reliable goods movement are among the contributing factors.
Truck parking demand will continue to grow.
Data from the PA Statewide Freight Model estimates that statewide truck traffic will increase approximately
50 percent by the year 2030.
There is no clear champion or lead organization to address the problem.
The public and private sectors each have a role. But there is a limit to each partner’s responsibility, legal
authority, and capability to construct and operate facilities. Drivers are caught in the middle.
Strategies to address the problem must be multi-faceted and involve the public and private sectors.
This approach is reflected in TAC’s 12-point strategy for addressing the truck parking problem.
Conclusions:
There is a demonstrable truck parking shortage in Pennsylvania. The problem has safety, efficiency, and
environmental impacts. There is no single action that can solve the problem. The solutions will take
considerable time to further study and implement. PennDOT can champion this issue as lead agency and
work on several fronts with other public and private partners to provide adequate truck parking capacity in
the future.
Successfully addressing the truck parking problem has a lot to do with timing. If unaddressed, the problem
will be worse in 2008, 2009, etc., than it is in 2007 based on continuous growth of truck traffic. This is not an
easy issue from any perspective. However, the TAC believes that there is a “preferred window” for exploring
new solutions that leads up to and includes the next surface transportation reauthorization. Pennsylvania will
have an extraordinary leadership platform to shape the national legislation by beginning to advance the
recommended 12 point strategy. The strategy, of course, is not only about the reauthorization. If
Pennsylvania, however, begins to lead change in truck parking before the reauthorization, it will be in a far
better position than if this issue goes unaddressed in the reauthorization.
The options and solutions will likely become more difficult -- and potentially fewer -- with the passage of
time. The TAC Task Force demonstrated the interest and benefit of public-private collaboration that now can
move with established momentum from study to implementation.
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CONGESTION MITIGATION AND
SMART TRANSPORTATION
Task Force Members:
Joseph Mangarella, Task Force Chair, Transportation Advisory Committee
Lou Schultz, Transportation Advisory Committee Chairman
Dr. Roy E. Brant, Transportation Advisory Committee
Domenic D’Andrea, Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission
Thomas Geanopulos, Transportation Advisory Committee
Mark Hilson, Carroll Township (York County)
James Hunt, Federal Highway Administration
Thomas Kotay, Lebanon County Planning Department
Tony Mento, Federal Highway Administration
Fran O’Brien, Transportation Advisory Committee
James Ritzman, PennDOT Deputy Secretary for Planning
Leonard Ross, Transportation Advisory Committee
Jack Rutter, Transportation Advisory Committee
Gustave Scheerbaum, Transportation Advisory Committee
Donald Shanis, Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission
Ronald Wagenmann, Transportation Advisory Committee
Charles Welker, Transportation Advisory Committee
Consultant:
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Engineers and Planners
PO Box 67100
Harrisburg, PA 17106-7100
Phone: (717) 763-7211
Principal Investigators: Keith Chase, Dennis Lebo, Brian Funkhouser, Patrick Anater, Mark Metil, Bob
Taylor, Jonathan Heilman, Gannett Fleming; Julia Johnson, Wordsworth Communications
Objective:
This report focuses on how to apply the principles of Smart Transportation to identify lower-cost congestion
mitigation techniques that could be implemented relatively quickly to facilitate traffic flow.
Technical Report Title and Date:
Congestion Mitigation and Smart Transportation—May 2009
Study:
This study evaluated congestion mitigation in the context of Smart Transportation. The team reviewed
congestion trends in Pennsylvania as well as the current processes and programs for addressing congestion.
The perspectives of various stakeholders have also been considered. Based on these activities, the study Task
Force provides the following findings.
Findings:
With respect to Congestion across the Commonwealth
 Travel continues to increase. Vehicle miles traveled are forecast to increase by 27 percent by 2030,
with truck travel increasing by 47 percent over the same period. Total vehicle hours of delay are
projected to increase by 48 percent by 2030.
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The cost of congestion has doubled over the past 20 years.
Current (2005) congestion costs are:
 Philadelphia - $2 billion per year in lost time and fuel.
 Pittsburgh - $285 million per year in lost time and fuel.
 For the entire state it is estimated that congestion costs $2.7 billion per year in lost time and
fuel.
 $120,000 per major interstate incident (assumes 30,000 ADT and 90-minute duration).
Congestion will continue to worsen. Conservative estimates indicate that congestion will increase
by 50 to 60 percent within Pennsylvania over the next 30 years unless a multi-faceted congestion
mitigation program is established. This is consistent with statewide travel demand model
projections. In Philadelphia, congestion will likely double in the next 30 years without major
mitigation initiatives.
The impacts of congestion are both economic and societal.
Conservative estimates indicate that congestion could cost $8 billion per year in fuel and delay costs
by 2035 without major initiatives.
Based on survey findings, the primary causes of congestion in Pennsylvania are bottlenecks, poor
traffic signal timing, and traffic incidents/crashes.
Based on survey findings, traffic signal improvements offer the best opportunity to reduce
congestion while maximizing resources.

With respect to Smart Transportation
 PennDOT’s new direction in planning and design incorporates the Smart Transportation concepts.
PennDOT is incorporating Smart Transportation into its everyday business activities.
 PennDOT has initiated Smart Transportation outreach to many stakeholders across the
Commonwealth. These efforts will need to continue, particularly with municipal officials.
 Greater PennDOT involvement in regional and local land use planning is necessary to move
forward on Smart Transportation.
 Low-cost congestion mitigation aligns well with the principles of Smart Transportation. Furthering the
Smart Transportation direction within the planning process can assist in addressing congestion with
limited resources.
With respect to Congestion Planning
 Several planning processes at the statewide and regional levels are addressing elements of
congestion. Statewide planning has primarily been focused on operational strategies and freeway
management.
 There is some disconnect between PennDOT congestion initiatives and regional planning partner
congestion management processes. The development of Regional Operations Plans has been an
important step to better integrate operations with plans and programs.
 Congestion Management Processes (CMPs) have proven to be valuable in targeting regional
resources to critical congested corridors. CMPs are typically used only in larger metropolitan areas.
 PennDOT lacks a planning function in the District offices. Districts need to play a stronger role in
congestion mitigation planning, development, and use of CMPs, as well as closer coordination of
land use and transportation as called for in the Smart Transportation direction.
 Coordination with transit agencies in the planning and design process needs to be improved to make
transit a more viable option in congested corridors.
 Greater coordination with local governments and land use strategies is necessary to promote
interconnected local networks which can encourage local trips to stay on local roadways.
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With respect to Congestion Mitigation
 There is no single solution to combat congestion. The overall strategies are to manage capacity,
reduce demand, and strategically build capacity. A combination of these strategies in varying
degrees will be necessary to address congestion in the future. This will require a renewed emphasis
on efficient system operation and maximizing the use of public transportation and other pedestrian
and freight modes. An extensive “toolbox” of congestion mitigation strategies has been identified
and is outlined in this report.
 PennDOT has revised the highway occupancy permit (HOP) and traffic impact study (TIS)
requirements to integrate the Smart Transportation principles. The new requirements allow for:
 Mandatory PennDOT, planning partner, and municipal meetings.
 Linkage of the municipal land development process to PennDOT’s HOP process.
 Allowance for alternative transportation plans.
 Consideration of traffic signals and roundabouts.
With respect to Statewide Spending on Congestion
 With the overwhelming preservation and restoration needs of the existing system, PennDOT’s
current program emphasis is on rebuilding roads and bridges, leaving limited resources for
congestion mitigation.

Programmed funds for congestion-related projects represent 13.6 percent of spending over the next
four years.

Low-cost congestion initiatives typically yield the highest return on investment and are normally
the quickest improvements to implement.
With respect to Current Implementation of Congestion Mitigation

PennDOT has deployed Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) equipment on the heaviest
travelled freeways. Great strides have been made in improved system operations, but gaps remain.
A continued emphasis on operations is needed, and operational systems will require operations and
maintenance resources.

The Congested Corridor Improvement Program (CCIP) and the Traffic Signal Enhancement
Initiative (TSEI) help fund low-cost congested corridor improvements and signal modernization
and retiming. These programs have shown beneficial results, however they have been suspended
due to budget constraints.

Traffic signals are owned and operated by the many local municipalities across the state, of which
80 percent have 10 or fewer signals, 64 percent have 5 or fewer signals, and 25 percent have one
signal. Many municipalities do not have the technical expertise or the resources to properly
maintain and operate their traffic signals.
Conclusions:
Communication and cooperation are keys to successfully mitigating congestion. PennDOT, planning partners,
municipalities, and others need to be engaged in order to properly identify congestion concerns and to identify
mitigation techniques, whether they be capacity enhancements, operational initiatives, or demand management
strategies. PennDOT must be better engaged in planning, and planning partners should focus on operational
issues. Addressing congestion mitigation within a Smart Transportation context will require a three-pronged
approach:

Planning and Programming: Establish comprehensive statewide, regional, and local planning
processes to address congestion in a way that is strongly linked with the project programming
process.

Congestion Mitigation: Establish congestion mitigation approaches that minimize cost and
maximize benefits.

Monitoring: Establish monitoring so that PennDOT can allocate resources effectively and
document improvement benefits.
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TRANSPORTATION FUNDING STUDY
Task Force Members:
Lou Schultz, Task Force Chair, Transportation Advisory Committee Chairman
Dr. Roy E. Brant, Transportation Advisory Committee
Anne Baloga, Research Analyst, Transportation Committee, Representative Joseph Markosek
Eric Bugaile, Alternate for Representative Richard Geist
Richard Farr, Pennsylvania Public Transportation Association
Anthony Herzog, Transportation Advisory Committee
Cheryl Hicks, Alternate for Senator Barry Stout
Alycia Laureti, Alternate for Representative Mike Hanna
Ted Leonard, Pennsylvania AAA Federation
Stacia Ritter, Alternate for Representative Joseph Markosek
Leonard Ross, Transportation Advisory Committee
Jim Runk, Pennsylvania Motor Truck Association
Jack Rutter, Transportation Advisory Committee
Gustave Scheerbaum, Transportation Advisory Committee
Craig Shuey, Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission
Nathan Spade, Alternate for Senator John Rafferty, Jr.
Anne Titus, Alternate for Representative Anthony Melio
Ronald Wagenmann, Transportation Advisory Committee
Jason Wagner, Associated Pennsylvania Constructors
Charles Welker, Transportation Advisory Committee
Mary Worthington, Transportation Advisory Committee
Consultant:
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Engineers and Planners
PO Box 67100
Harrisburg, PA 17106-7100
Phone: (717) 763-7211
Principal Investigators: Keith Chase, Joe Daversa, Brian Funkhouser, Dennis Lebo, Rick Peltz, Gannett
Fleming; Tom Phelan, Eng-Wong, Taub; Anna Lynn Smith, PB Americas
Objective:
With the increasing volatility and uncertainty surrounding Pennsylvania’s transportation funding picture, the
state TAC decided to examine how transportation is currently financed and evaluate alternatives that
realistically account for changing economic conditions.
Technical Report Title and Date:
Transportation Funding Study—May 2010
Study:
The magnitude of recent energy and financial trends has roiled all transportation sectors. Further, inadequate
transportation funding—at all levels of government—jeopardizes the necessary maintenance and expansion of
our system at the same time that it faces greater demands than ever before. This TAC study quantifies the
impact and extent of the problem, and offers findings and recommendations for consideration by PennDOT,
the State Transportation Commission, and the state General Assembly in addressing this difficult issue.
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Findings:
This study examined the fiscal status of the State’s transportation program and has identified the following
conclusions.
Transportation infrastructure investment is critical to the Commonwealth’s economy.







Investment in this system reduces fuel consumption, travel time, and distribution costs, making
Pennsylvania businesses more competitive.
The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) has
estimated that freight movements, as measured in tons, will grow between 75 and 80 percent by 2035.
This will create increasing challenges in terms of stress on the system.
Increased funding from the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) and state
Act 44 has been critical to putting Pennsylvanians back to work as well as retaining construction jobs.
However, these gains could be reversed without new funding initiatives.
Public transit is essential to moving people and ensuring the ongoing vitality of the economy.
Transit services play a significant role in efforts to mitigate traffic congestion, conserve fuel,
enhance transportation system efficiency, and address air quality issues.

There are tremendous unmet needs on our transportation system.
In today’s dollars, we need to invest an additional $3.5 billion annually from federal, state and local sources.
And this investment must grow with inflation if we are going to upgrade our existing system to a state of good
repair and create a more advanced transportation system to sustain and ensure strong economic growth.
The current funding structure for transportation is not adequate to meet the long-term transportation
funding needs.
Current and future trends indicate serious issues not only with current transportation resources, but also with
the viability of mechanisms for revenue collection in the future:










The current funding structure that relies primarily on gasoline taxes is not sustainable in the long term
and is likely to erode more quickly than previously thought. Heightened concerns regarding global
climate change and dependence on foreign energy sources are creating momentum toward greater fuel
efficiency, alternative fuels, and new vehicle technology. These factors are expected to significantly
improve the overall fleet efficiency, thus lowering revenue from gasoline taxes.
Revenues into the Motor License Fund were down $193 million below estimates in FY 2008-09. With
the current economic conditions, recovery is expected to be slow.
Federal funding, while being an important portion of Pennsylvania’s revenue stream, cannot be
counted on to fill the gap. The Federal Highway Trust Fund is currently insolvent, and timing of
federal surface transportation reauthorization is unknown.
ARRA funding has provided an important short-term boost in transportation revenue, but this will not
solve the immediate or longer-term problems of funding system needs.
Act 44 provided $900 million annually in new revenue for both highways and transit. However, the
lack of approval to toll I-80 by July 2010 will reduce these revenues in half, leaving a significant
funding gap.
Act 44 was expected to provide more predictable revenue streams for public transit, but the economic
recession has impacted the sales and use tax.
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Recommendations:
Near Term Need: Generate new revenue to stabilize Pennsylvania’s transportation system
The most immediate problem for Pennsylvania is the reduction of Act 44 revenue based on the federal
decision to not approve the application to toll I-80. There will be an immediate decrease of $472 million in
current funding for highways and transit, based on expected revenues from Act 44.
Even if I-80 tolling had been approved, Pennsylvania’s gap between transportation improvement needs and
revenue is substantial. This report identifies more than $3 billion annually in highway and transit needs that
currently cannot be addressed. This gap between needs and revenues will continue to grow as inflation erodes
the buying power of transportation dollars, and improvements in fuel efficiency reduce the revenues being
received.
Short-term fixes will no longer provide a solution to this funding problem. Pennsylvania must develop a
phased, long-term funding strategy. Having such a long-term view will positively affect general business
investment by avoiding the boom and bust funding cycles of the past.
TAC recognizes that the current recession makes this a difficult time to increase transportation revenue.
However, Pennsylvania’s economy depends on the transportation system, and investments in transportation do
create jobs. FHWA and FTA have both estimated that at least 30,000 jobs are directly and indirectly created
for every $1 billion in highway or public transportation expenditures.
Longer-Term Need: Establish a new transportation funding framework to ensure sustainable mobility
Pennsylvania’s current structure for transportation funding is neither adequate in revenue yield, nor
structurally sustainable over the long term. Needs and inflation continue to outpace revenue as infrastructure
ages. Changes in technology will mean more fuel-efficient vehicles. A reduction in the order of 20 percent in
gallons of fuel consumed per vehicle mile by the light duty fleet is possible by 2025 if proposed fuel economy
standards are implemented. Ultimately we may see a large percentage of the vehicle fleet using alternative
fuels and electric-powered engines.
A new framework is needed to allow PennDOT, transit providers and the private sector transportation industry
to establish a world class transportation system that allows Pennsylvania to compete in a global economy. A
funding structure that is predictable and sustainable would allow for long-term improvements and investments
in technology, equipment and people to efficiently improve the system for the long term.
The TAC has stopped short of recommending a specific revenue scenario. This report demonstrates the
significant level of investment required simply to have a reasonable program that stabilizes our transportation
system. The ultimate revenue scenario will be determined by Pennsylvania leadership in the Legislature and
the Administration collaborating with the transportation industry and a wide range of other stakeholders who
recognize that if our transportation system crumbles, our economy crumbles—as does our quality of life.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR TRANSPORTATION IN
PENNSYLVANIA
Task Force Members:
Gustave Scheerbaum, III, P.E., Task Force Chair, Transportation
Advisory Committee
Lou Schultz, Transportation Advisory Committee Chairman
George M. Khoury, III, State Transportation Commission
Karyn Vandervoort, Federal Highway Administration
James Ritzman, PennDOT Deputy Secretary for Planning
H. Daniel Cessna, P.E., PennDOT Engineering District 11-0
Natasha Schock, PennDOT Policy Office
Consultant:
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Engineers and Planners
PO Box 67100
Harrisburg, PA 17106-7100
Phone: (717) 763-7211
Principal Investigators: Keith Chase, Dennis Lebo, Brian
Funkhouser, Gannett Fleming; Nancy Dering Mock, NDM; Julia
Johnson, Wordsworth Communications
Objective:
The TAC performed this study to highlight the critical transportation challenges and opportunities related to
transportation that Pennsylvania will face over the next decade.
Technical Report Title and Date:
Future Directions for Transportation in Pennsylvania—January 2011
Study:
This report was intended to start a dialogue that fosters change, risk-taking, and experimentation around an
innovative vision for Pennsylvania’s transportation tomorrow. Through a series of stakeholder and PennDOT
workshops, the study identified seven strategic themes demanding attention over the next decade.
Findings:
1. Funding: Restructure and increase transportation funding to be sustainable and to effectively
address system priorities.
2. Maintenance: Preserve and improve Pennsylvania’s multimodal transportation assets.
3. Safety: Make travel safer and more secure, with a reduction in fatalities.
4. Economic and Community Development: Strengthen the connection between transportation
and economic and community development.
5. Integrated Planning: Improve the transportation planning process to achieve greater integration
with all transportation stakeholders.
6. Human Capital: Improve PennDOT’s capacity and culture to lead change, foster innovation, and
increase collaborative problem-solving.
7. Public Interaction: Improve public information, engagement and understanding with a special
focus on performance measures.
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AUTOMATED RED LIGHT ENFORCEMENT (ARLE)
EVALUATION
Review Team Members:
Gustave Scheerbaum, Task Force Chair, Transportation Advisory
Committee
Lou Schultz, Transportation Advisory Committee Chairman
Meredith Biggica, Alternate for Representative Michael P. McGeehan
Eric Bugaile, Alternate for Representative Richard A. Geist
Cheryl Hicks, Alternate for Senator John N. Wozniak
Fran O’ Brien, Transportation Advisory Committee
Nathan Spade, Alternate for Senator John C. Rafferty, Jr.
Richard Welsh, Alternate for Senator Dominic Pileggi
Consultant:
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Engineers and Planners
PO Box 67100
Harrisburg, PA 17106-7100
Phone: (717) 763-7211
Principal Investigators: Dennis Lebo, Brian Funkhouser, Ross Buchan, Gannett Fleming; Julia Johnson,
Wordsworth Communications
Objective:
The TAC conducted an independent and objective assessment of the ARLE program to evaluate the
effectiveness of the program and whether there was merit to extend the program beyond its December 2011
expiration date. The value of expanding the program to municipalities beyond Philadelphia was also
evaluated.
Technical Report Title and Date:
Evaluating the Automated Red Light Enforcement Program (ARLE)—October 2011
Study:
The original intent of the ARLE legislation was to improve safety by reducing red light running at
intersections with high incidences of this violation. It was also anticipated that experience from an initial
program in Philadelphia could be evaluated before considering the longer-term future of the program in
Philadelphia and in other areas of Pennsylvania. This report was intended to provide guidance to the
Pennsylvania General Assembly for consideration of the topic.
Findings:
 Safety: Several indicators demonstrate the ARLE program has improved safety related to red light
running. A review of the operational intersections indicates that the program has successfully reduced
red light running violations by an average of 48 percent within the first 12 months of enforcement.
The total number of crashes has also declined by 24 percent for the 10 ARLE intersections where
three years of crash data after ARLE’s commencement was available. Fatalities and the overall
severity of crashes have also declined. These results are consistent with national statistics on
automated red light enforcement. While some aspects of ARLE’s impact on safety remain
inconclusive, it is clear that there are substantial overall safety benefits from the program. Continued
analysis of the safety impacts, along with additional years of trend data will help to better define the
program’s safety benefits.
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Financial: The Philadelphia Parking Authority (PPA) has established a process including contracting
with a vendor to operate the program. These arrangements come with a cost, totaling more than $6
million in FY 2010-2011. Approximately 10.5 violations per intersection per day are required to cover
the program’s maintenance and operations costs. While there has been some improvement in reducing
the amount of unpaid violations (as a share of total violations), totals last fiscal year were over $2
million, contributing to a cumulative total of $8.1 million.
The program to-date has been self-sustaining. As the number of ARLE intersections has grown, total
program revenues (fines collected) have increased, totaling $13.7 million in FY 2010-2011. This has
covered all program expenses and produced $21 million in excess revenue over the life of the program.
This revenue has been deposited in the Motor License Fund and made available to fund safety and
mobility projects in Philadelphia and throughout the rest of the state. To date, the ARLE Funding
Program has awarded $16.8 million for safety and mobility projects throughout the state.



Institutional: The original legislation was specific in naming the PPA as the administrative entity.
PPA has thus established the necessary institutional arrangements to be able to successfully administer
the program, including staffing, coordination with police, and the selection of the vendor. However,
potential expansion of such a program must take into account a municipality’s institutional framework
to property administer the day-to-day operations.



Pennsylvania’s Legislation: Pennsylvania’s legislation is well crafted, avoiding many of the problems
encountered by other states. A few examples of the strength of Pennsylvania’s legislation include:
 Vendors are paid a flat fee rather than a fee based on the number of violations,
 The violation fee is defined in the legislation,
 The program cannot be used for surveillance purposes, and
 Violations are associated with the vehicle rather than the driver



Public Perception: Perception of the program has been mixed, ranging from an embrace of
technology to improve intersection safety, to a rejection of perceived government intrusion into private
lives. The PPA, as the administrator of the program, has sought to engage the community and improve
general awareness of the program and its benefits.



ARLE Funding Program: A total of $21 million in fees collected from violators has been made
available for a new grant program to support a variety of safety-related enhancements to the
transportation system, such as traffic signal upgrades and signing enhancements. The focus of the
program is low-cost safety and mobility projects. Pennsylvania municipalities have benefitted from
this new funding program. During the first round of grant awards started in 2010, more than $8.4
million has been made available to more than 100 Pennsylvania municipalities for eligible projects. A
similar amount has been returned to the City of Philadelphia for eligible transportation projects. These
projects further improve safety throughout the Commonwealth.

Recommendations:
Continue the ARLE Program in Philadelphia
The TAC believes that, based on this research, the current ARLE program as it has been administered in
Philadelphia has been successful, and the program should continue beyond the December 2011 deadline. The
original intent of the program to reduce red light running violations and, in turn, the number of serious
crashes, has been accomplished.
The City of Philadelphia is unique among Pennsylvania municipalities, not only for its size, but also for the
complexity of its roadway networks and aggressive driver behavior—a common characteristic of large urban
areas. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has quantified aggressive driving through its
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Aggressive Driver Crash Rate. Other than Pittsburgh, no other Pennsylvania city comes close to the level of
aggressive driving behavior that exists in Philadelphia. The ARLE program has made a difference in
improving traffic safety in a city with the greatest degree of aggressive driving behavior in the state.
Financially, the program has been self-sustaining, and has contributed $21 million in funding for safety and
mobility improvements across the Commonwealth. To date, a total of $16.8 million has actually been
provided to Philadelphia and other communities for eligible projects. The collection rate on violation fees has
improved, but there may be additional opportunities to enhance the rate through greater penalties on violators,
such as restrictions on registration renewals for unpaid violations.
If the ARLE program continues beyond 2011, it will be important for PennDOT to continue its responsible
role in reviewing and approving ARLE intersections for addition to the network. For program accountability,
ARLE program information should be subject to auditing by PennDOT in the future.
Expand the ARLE Program
The success of the current program indicates that expansion could reduce red light running in other areas of
the state. However, a number of factors need to be considered in any potential expansion. These include
eligibility, submission requirements, treatment of program revenue, and roles and responsibilities.
The proposed bills in the House and Senate, while setting different parameters, propose expanding the
program based on the municipality type, regardless of the complexity of the intersections, the history of red
light running, or the level of aggressive driver behavior. There does not appear to be a basis for the approach
of using total population or municipal type as a proxy for the size and sophistication of the municipal roadway
network. There are conceivably other communities that would not meet the total population criteria but could
benefit from program expansion.
Analysis has revealed that implementing ARLE programs in areas outside of Philadelphia would likely not
produce sufficient revenue to sustain a program at the municipal level. Data from PPA show that at least 10.5
violations are needed each day at each ARLE intersection in order for the program to remain viable.
According to PennDOT calculations, only the City of Pittsburgh would have the traffic environment necessary
to make ARLE a sustainable program. Still, there may be particular intersections in other communities that
have a red light running problem, and ARLE could provide an important tool for safety improvement. The
priority for placement of new cameras should be predicated on demonstrating safety needs at a particular
intersection.
For these reasons, expansion of the ARLE program beyond Philadelphia should be based on a solid
engineering review with the overall intent being to improve safety. PennDOT must have final approval
authority for any proposed additions to the ARLE intersection network. But PennDOT should not be expected
to perform the analysis, but rather this should be the responsibility of the owner of the traffic signal.
An engineering study for PennDOT review should be a requirement of the intersection selection process. For
example, a municipality requesting a signalized intersection to be included in the ARLE program should be
required to submit a request to PennDOT which includes an engineering study of the signalized intersection.
The engineering study should at a minimum include:




An analysis of the 5-year crash history indicating red light running violations, causal problems and/or
other documented information that shows the red light violation problem.
A review of the existing intersection configuration, the approaches, and the traffic signals to ensure
that existing deficiencies are not contributing to the red light running problem.
An assessment of the potential violations to determine if the recommended ARLE location would
generate enough revenue to be self-sustaining.
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Safety aspects and red light running prevalence should be the most relevant considerations, while maintaining
a program that is self-sufficient overall. Therefore, ARLE generated revenue from one area of the state could
be considered to support other critical intersections in another portion of the state that would not be
individually self-sustaining. This would reduce funds available for statewide improvements, but it would be
consistent with the program intent of improving safety.
PennDOT would also need to assess the ability of a municipality to undertake ARLE program administration.
Based on the Philadelphia experience, a significant administrative structure needs to be put in place to install
and maintain equipment, review and validate violations, and send citations to violators. A vendor can assume
some of these responsibilities, but oversight is still required. One would also question the potential for
multiple municipalities to go through procurement processes to select a vendor. One way to address this
problem would be to require a statewide vendor selection for the remainder of the state.
Finally, PennDOT should be allowed to use program revenue to support their expenses related to program
administration, selection review, and construction inspection.
Continue the ARLE Funding Program
Review of the ARLE Funding Program shows clear benefits. There is limited experience with the current
ARLE Funding Program, but early indications are that it is providing the ability to complete important safety
improvements in communities throughout the state. While the previous recommendations may reduce overall
revenue by supporting intersections that are not self-sustaining, any remaining funding should continue to
finance the program.
The ARLE Funding Program has introduced new demands to PennDOT staff. The deluge of project
applications (more than 300 in the first and second rounds) represents a major new administrative
responsibility with significant turnaround time to evaluate and review the many applications. To ease this
burden, the Department has created a web portal to help address questions and automate the program to the
greatest degree possible. TAC suggests that requiring electronic submissions would help avoid laborintensive activities such as scanning data. PennDOT’s successful Pennsylvania Communities Transportation
Initiative (PCTI) Program has been cited as a model in this regard for the ARLE Funding Program to emulate.
PennDOT should also continue to refine the metrics associated with its project selection criteria. The
Department has made improvements to these between the first and second funding rounds, but ongoing
refinements should be made to ensure that only the most qualified projects are approved and funded.
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FINANCIAL NEEDS OF COUNTIES AND MUNICIPALITIES
FOR HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES
Task Force Members:
Ron Wagenmann, Task Force Chair, Transportation Advisory Committee
Lou Schultz, Transportation Advisory Committee Chairman
Dr. Roy Brant, Transportation Advisory Committee
Brad Cober, Transportation Advisory Committee
Elam Herr, Pennsylvania Association of Township Supervisors
Anthony Herzog, Transportation Advisory Committee
Doug Hill, County Commissioners Association of Pennsylvania
Joe Mangarella, Transportation Advisory Committee
Bob Regola, Transportation Advisory Committee
Jack Rutter, Transportation Advisory Committee
Gustave Scheerbaum, Transportation Advisory Committee
Amy Sturges, Pennsylvania League of Cities and Municipalities;
Pennsylvania State Association of Township Commissioners
Ed Troxell, Pennsylvania Association of Boroughs
Consultant:
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Engineers and Planners
PO Box 67100
Harrisburg, PA 17106-7100
Phone: (717) 763-7211
Principal Investigators: Dennis Lebo, Brian Funkhouser, Gannett Fleming; Nicole Hendrickson, Coleen Terry,
Delta Development Group; Lisa Olszak, Olszak Management Consulting; Julia Johnson, Wordsworth
Communications
Objective:
The TAC decided to undertake this study to develop a more comprehensive analysis of local highway and
bridge needs.
Technical Report Title and Date:
Financial Needs of Counties and Municipalities for Highways and Bridges—December 2011
Study:
This study investigates the operation and maintenance of local roads, including highway pavements, bridges,
signings and markings, traffic signals, winter maintenance and stormwater management and examines the
needs and requirements of the system of local roads and bridges in relation to the financing of the system.
This study had its origins in the Transportation Funding Study which the TAC completed in May 2010.
Findings:
Local Government is responsible for a significant portion of Pennsylvania’s highway and bridge system.
 Local governments are responsible for approximately 77,500 miles or 64 percent of all public road
mileage in the state.
 Local governments are responsible for an estimated 12,000 bridges greater than 8 feet long.
 Municipalities own and operate all of the state’s 14,000 traffic signals; 77 percent of these signals
involve a state highway.
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Pennsylvania’s locally-owned roadway network continues to grow at a rate of 272 miles a year on
average, even as the size of the state-owned network has declined slightly. Overall growth in travel
demand on locally-owned roadways is also increasing at a greater rate than on state-owned facilities—
4.1 percent versus 0.8 percent between 2004 and 2008.

Ownership of the local system is based on Pennsylvania’s historical development, and therefore has
inherent inefficiencies.
 Responsibility for 99 percent of local roadway is split among 2,562 municipalities. The remaining 1
percent is owned by the state’s counties, although 37 of the 67 counties own no roadway miles.
 54 percent of municipalities own fewer than 25 miles of roadway.
 Responsibility for local bridges is more evenly split between municipalities and counties. Counties
own 42 percent of bridges, although the majority own little to no roadway miles.
 The majority of local governments do not have adequate tracking mechanisms in place to manage their
transportation infrastructure. A survey revealed that 62 percent of municipalities do not maintain a
Capital Improvement Program, and 76 percent do not have any form of an asset management system.
Many municipalities find themselves in a reactionary mode—they struggle just to provide basic
maintenance and lack the ability to plan for their assets long-term.
Total local spending on transportation infrastructure is estimated at nearly $1.6 billion.
 According to data from the Department of Community and Economic Development (DCED),
approximately 11 percent of their total local government expenditures is on “public works: streets and
roads.” This is based on municipal reported data from 2006 and 2007, with newer data being
incomplete.
 For the 2009-2010 Fiscal Year, local governments received $376 million in annual allocations from
Liquid Fuels payments, Highway Transfer payments, and the local portion of fines. Municipal Liquid
Fuels is the largest portion of this at $308 million.
 Local governments received $238 million in project-related reimbursements and grants in FY 20092010.
 Remaining local spending is assumed to be primarily from local government general funds.
Liquid fuels is a critical source of funding for local transportation needs, but it cannot completely
address local needs.
 Liquid fuels revenue has shown little growth and will likely not grow substantially in the future due to
increasing vehicle fuel efficiency and greater use of alternative fuels.
 Act 655 of 1956 created the Liquid Fuels funding mechanism for local transportation needs. Through
the various acts since 1956 (from percentages of new revenue, to flat amounts), municipalities’ share
of the Liquid Fuels funding has eroded from its original 20 percent to 15.5 percent today.
 Liquid fuels distribution formulas are based on the size of the municipality’s population and roadway
network. The formulas are used irrespective of the differences among cities, boroughs, and townships,
whose roadway networks all exhibit varying degrees of complexity with regard to features, as well as
use.
 Pennsylvania’s counties receive one-half cent of the fuel tax. Based on the Liquid Fuels Act of 1931,
distribution is based on what each county’s gasoline consumption was during the years 1927-1929
against the statewide total. An additional $5 million allocation, authorized in Act 44 of 2007, is
distributed based on relative bridge deck area.
The annual unmet need to maintain and repair local roads and bridges is estimated to be more than
$2.0 billion.
 The study estimated a total need to maintain and repair local roads and bridges of $3.8 billion. This is
based on an analysis of the local system assuming sound asset management strategies and acceptable
local government practices.
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The annual need for local roadways is estimated at over $3.6 billion. The items within this estimate
include addressing the quality of pavements; performing routine and winter maintenance; addressing
drainage, roadside features, streetlights and sidewalks; maintaining pavement markings and signs, and
keeping traffic signals operating correctly.
The annual needs estimate for addressing bridges is $177 million. This includes addressing new
deficiencies that occur each year and reducing the existing backlog of deficient bridges over time. At
this level of investment, 250-300 local bridges could be addressed each year.
Additional unfunded mandates could hinder local government’s ability to pay for needed
transportation improvements. Some of the identified mandates include new signing requirements,
stormwater issues, and ADA compliance.
Based on the estimated current local spending levels, there is more than $2 billion in annual unmet
needs on the local transportation system. Continuing to underinvest in infrastructure will create an
underperforming system which will increase costs to users and will require an even greater investment
to fix in the future.

Recommendations
The General Assembly, PennDOT, and local governments must each take actions to raise the revenue
needed to address the growing backlog of local roadway and bridge needs.
Local government can play a larger role in overall mobility within each region and locale across Pennsylvania.
However, the estimated $2 billion in unmet needs on the local system must be addressed. An adequate share
of any new transportation revenue initiative in Pennsylvania should be provided to local governments for their
transportation system needs. The Transportation Advisory Committee supports the Transportation Funding
Advisory Commission’s (TFAC) recommended revenue package which would provide more than $300
million in new annual revenue for local highways and bridges.
Beyond that, local governments need to raise additional revenue for transportation, but they have limited
options available to them. The General Assembly should provide enabling legislation so that local
governments can have greater options to raise revenue (implement a tax) to support local transportation
investment.
PennDOT should take a more prominent role in the operations of traffic signals across the
Commonwealth.
Traffic signal improvements can provide the most cost-effective investments to improve the flow of traffic.
While traffic signals are owned by local governments, PennDOT should oversee modernizing and optimizing
their operation. This would provide a faster transition to more consistent, updated signal systems statewide.
PennDOT involvement would range from technical assistance for individual signal operations to coordination
of multiple signals along highway corridors and across municipal boundaries. PennDOT should take the lead
to integrate signal operations along key corridors into regional traffic management centers to allow for better
rerouting of traffic during major incidents and emergencies.
PennDOT should take steps to expand the information available on the condition and needs of the local
system.
While PennDOT has knowledge of the extent of Pennsylvania’s locally-owned roadway network, there is
limited information available on the condition of those assets. This is particularly true for locally-owned
roadways and locally-owned bridges that are less than 20 feet long. This study developed an analytical
approach to calculate statewide needs on the local system, but there is no substitute for actual reliable
information upon which to make decisions. PennDOT has initiated efforts with its planning partners across
the state to collect additional information on the local system.
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These efforts need to continue and be expanded statewide to provide more information about this 77,500-mile
local system.
With regard to spending for transportation, local governments electronically report revenue and expenditures
to DCED on an annual basis. DCED asks for data on a number of line items under spending for “public
works: highways and streets,” such as winter maintenance, lighting, storm sewers and drains, etc. However,
this data is not made available in a form that can be used for statewide planning or analysis. PennDOT and
DCED should collaborate to make this data available and accessible.
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APPENDIX A
Transportation Advisory Committee Catalog of Reports 1985 - 2011
Experience and Response to Tort Liability in the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation -April
1985
Identified a future outlook for tort claims and evaluated the propriety and effectiveness of legislative or
administrative changes to reduce the magnitude of the claims.
The Role of the Engineering District in PennDOT in the Mid - 1980s - April 1985
Examined the role of the engineering districts in the mid-1980’s, particularly within the framework of the
organizational changes that have been occurring in the Department.
Summary Report of the Aviation Development Subcommittee - October 1985
Focused on the issues of the Commonwealth’s present role in aviation, the effects of Aviation Act 164, and
the organizational structure of aviation administration in Pennsylvania.
Value Capture and Private Investment in Highway Projects - December 1985
Investigated alternative highway financing techniques and their potential applicability in Pennsylvania.
Future Directions For PennDOT - January 1986
Developed a list of recommendations and issues for improving the fiscal and operating strategies of the
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation.
Pennsylvania Public Transportation Fiscal Review - March 1986
Addressed concerns over the financial condition of public transit in Pennsylvania, evaluated the present and
future financial condition of public transit in Pennsylvania, and assessed the need for a predictable funding
source for public transit.
1986 Review of Transportation Funding in Pennsylvania - April 1987
Performed a review on the status of the recommendations developed during the 1983 fiscal review, reactivated
the Motor License Fund Cash Flow Model (MLF Model) developed during the 1983 study with updates and
adaptations for current use, developed case studies comparing transportation funding approaches used in
Pennsylvania, Texas, Illinois, and Virginia, and reviewed nontraditional sources of transportation funding.
The Coordination of Motor Carrier Administration in Pennsylvania - July 1988
Explored the feasibility of coordinating motor carrier regulations in Pennsylvania for both trucks and buses.
The Effectiveness of Pennsylvania’s Truck Safety Program - July 1988
Reviewed the Department of Transportation’s motor carrier safety program with emphasis on roadside
inspections conducted under the federally sponsored Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program (MCSAP).
Traffic Management - April 1989
Reported on the implementation status of the Pennsylvania Transportation Partnership Act, identified
alternative transportation financing mechanisms that are compatible with the Act, reviewed sample partnership
agreements used by State and local transportation agencies in Pennsylvania, examined techniques used in
other States that may be applicable to Pennsylvania, and examined ancillary issues pertinent to the use of
transportation partnerships.
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A Preliminary Pennsylvania Highway Cost Allocation Study - February 1990
Designed a highway cost allocation methodology that would provide for the systematic and comprehensive
analysis of the relationships between highway expenditures, highway user-group activity levels, and tax
revenue sources for Pennsylvania.
Suburban Mobility - January 1991
Assessed the potential for Transportation Management solutions to help alleviate the suburban mobility
situation in Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania Core Highway Network - March 1991
Reviewed a number of highways within Pennsylvania which appear to be vital to the stability and continued
improvement of the economy and livability of the state.
Right-of-Way Preservation - June 1991
Examined and developed approaches and mechanisms to better preserve the right-of-way in Pennsylvania.
Fiscal Alternatives - March 1993
Determined the steps and costs of implementing the recommendations of the two earlier TAC studies:
“Suburban Mobility” January 1991 and “Pennsylvania Core Highway Network” March 1991.
Improved Aviation Advisory Function - May 1994
Addressed the need for an aviation advisory function in Pennsylvania and investigated how the aviation
advisory function in general is used by other Departments and organizations within the Commonwealth.
Investing in Pennsylvania’s Transportation Infrastructure - A Report on the Future of Transportation
in the Commonwealth - December 1994
Analyzed the fiscal situation with regard to Pennsylvania’s transportation program and determined responsible
recommendations for fiscal activities.
Financing Pennsylvania’s Local Roads - February 1996
Examined the current economic and regulatory environment impacting local transportation decisions and the
current laws providing for the allocation of transportation money to local governments.
Pennsylvania Highway Improvement and Financing Study (Impact Fees and Special Assessments) March 1997
Determined mechanisms by which Pennsylvania state and local governments could equitably distribute the
cost of development-related transportation improvements and identified options to generate greater use of
impact fees and special assessments by municipalities.
Pennsylvania Innovative Financing Options Analysis - June 1997
Identified a variety of financing tools that could be used to increase the efficiency of investment in
Pennsylvania’s transportation infrastructure.
Evaluation of Safety Administration’s Decentralization and Privatization of Driver and Vehicle Services
- January 1998
Assessed the overall effectiveness of the decentralization initiative to date and evaluated the possibility of
further expansion of decentralized driver and vehicle services.
Trees and Utility Poles Safety Study - January 1998
Reviewed the problem of vehicle collisions with trees and utility poles and developed a series of solutions to
reduce and eliminate these accidents.
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Fatigue/Inattentive Driving and Road Rage (Aggressive Driving) Relationships, Research and
Recommendations - January 1998
Explored the problems of fatigue, inattentiveness, road rage, and aggressive driving and identified tools that
Pennsylvania could use to combat these driving hazards.
Transportation Partnerships and Impact Fees - December 1998
Identified the barriers impeding the use of impact fees and partnerships and recommended strategies and
actions to address those barriers.
Freight Movement in the Commonwealth - April 1999
Documented the relative volumes and associated geography of multimodal goods movement in the
Commonwealth, determined key issues and opportunities affecting Pennsylvania goods movement, conducted
“state of the practice” research that was primarily focused on freight planning and programming activities, and
provided other recommendations that could benefit PennDOT and the Commonwealth’s shippers and carriers.
Implementation of the 21st Century Environment Commission Report - January 2000
Determined what actions PennDOT should take to address the transportation related issues identified in the
Governor’s “21st Century Environment Commission Report”.
Statewide Highway Access Management and Growth Accommodations - January 2000
Developed and recommended strategies to effectively address highway access management in the
Commonwealth.
Evaluation of PennDOT’s Bridge Program - April 2000
Reviewed the existing bridge conditions in relation to a historic trend analysis of spending for bridge
construction, improvements and maintenance. The basic concept was to determine if the bridge system is
improving relative to the investments made. The report also reviewed the Department’s bridge delivery
process and the various funding requirements and policies for each bridge program.
Assessing the Availability of Transportation Services for Persons with Disabilities in Rural
Pennsylvania - June 2000
This study evaluated the need for transportation service for persons with disabilities in rural Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania Statewide Passenger Rail Needs Assessment - December 2001
Identified potential intercity rail corridors and key policy issues that would likely be associated with any major
initiative to further advance intercity rail service in the Commonwealth.
Streamlining PennDOT’s Project Delivery Process - February 2002
Reviewed PennDOT’s project delivery process and identified key issues and recommendations to improve
efficiency and effectiveness.
TAC Study Effectiveness - December 2002
Explores the evaluation of the overall effectiveness of TAC studies and the related benefits of the TAC
process. Specific benefits of select individual reports were assessed; and the identification of feasible
opportunities and methods to further improve TAC products and related processes.
Economic Impact of Railroads in Pennsylvania - January 2005
Advanced efforts to better understand the economic benefit and impact that railroads have on the state’s
economy. This report does consider intercity passenger rail operations as it relates to the overall economic
impact of railroads, but the primary focus is rail freight.
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Pennsylvania Traffic Signal Systems: A Review of Policies and Practices (2004) - January 2005
Examined Pennsylvania’s Traffic Signal Systems and the policies and practices associated with them. Traffic
signal systems were the sole focus of the study in relation to congestion.
Defining a Core PA Transportation System - August 2006
Continued the efforts of the Pennsylvania Mobility Plan and identified core elements of Pennsylvania’s
transportation system.
Storm Water Facilities on State Highways- February 2007
Identified the current responsibilities for storm water maintenance along state highways, evaluated the extent
and associated costs of storm water maintenance along state highways, and developed equitable alternatives
for improving the management of these facilities and the funding for ongoing maintenance and improvements.
Transit Operator Performance Measures - July 2007
Documented the current state of the practice regarding performance measures and standards in the
management and oversight of state public transportation funding programs, and for evaluating the delivery of
public transportation services. This study assisted PennDOT with the development and establishment of
monitoring tools for transit performance standards.
Truck Parking In Pennsylvania - December 2007
Provided an overview of the truck parking issues and trends facing Pennsylvania, the identification of regions
in the state where parking demand is highest, and options for parking providers, drivers, and decision makers.
Congestion Mitigation and Smart Transportation - May 2009
Focused on how to apply the principles of Smart Transportation to identify lower-cost congestion mitigation
techniques that could be implemented relatively quickly to facilitate traffic flow.
Transportation Funding Study - May 2010
Examined how transportation is currently financed and evaluated alternatives that realistically account for
changing economic conditions. The study quantified the impact and extent of the problem, and offered
findings and recommendations for consideration by PennDOT, the State Transportation Commission, and the
State General Assembly.
Future Directions for Transportation in Pennsylvania - January 2011
Highlighted the critical transportation challenges and opportunities related to transportation that Pennsylvania
will face over the next decade.
Automated Red Light Enforcement (ARLE) Evaluation - October 2011
Assessed the ARLE Program to evaluate the effectiveness of the program and whether it merits being
extended beyond December 2011. The value of expanding the program to municipalities beyond Philadelphia
was also evaluated.
Financial Needs of Counties and Municipalities for Highways and Bridges - December 2011
Analyzed the needs and requirements of the system of local roads and bridges in relation to the financing of
the system. This was a more comprehensive analysis of the local system than has been done in the past.
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